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1> What is the name of the action hero in the film Jingle All the Way? 
 
2> How many children does Howard Langston have in the movie, 
"Jingle All the Way"? 
 
3> Who is the perfect neighbour in the Christmas film, "Jingle All the 
Way"? 
 
4> What is the name of the character played by Sinbad in the film, 
"Jingle All the Way"? 

 
5> In the film "Jingle All the Way", what is the occupation of the man 
fighting with Howard Langston? 
 
6> Who plays the role of the wife in the Christmas movie, "Jingle All 
the Way"? 
 
7> Who directed the movie, "Jingle All the Way"? 
 
8> In the film "Jingle All the Way", what class of his son's did Howard 

miss? 
 
9> Who plays the officer who gets blown up in the movie, "Jingle All 
the Way"? 
 
10> What kind of animal does the neighbour have on display for 
Christmas in the film, "Jingle All the Way"? 
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Answers:  
 
1> Turbo Man - It is the most popular toy of the season and there 
are none available.  
2> One - Jamie Langston is played by Jake Lloyd.  
3> Ted Martin - The part is played by Phil Hartman.  
4> Myron Larabee - He is racing against Howard to find a Turbo Man 
toy in time for Christmas.  
5> Mailman - The mailman is racing against Howard to find a toy for 

their sons. Howard is a salesman.  
6> Rita Wilson - Rita Wilson plays the role of Liz Langston. Also 
making appearances in the movie are Harvey Korman and James 
Belushi.  
7> Brian Levant - Brian Levant was born in 1952 in Highland Park, 
Illinois.  
8> Karate class - Howard is always busy at work and misses 
everything his son does.  
9> Robert Conrad - Robert Conrad plays Officer Hummell.   
10> A reindeer - Howard and the reindeer do not get along.  
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